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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the computational complexities of deter- 
ministic multistack-tape automata nd deterministic multipushdown-tape automata. 
It is shown that if a given computation requires T(n) steps for a k-tape Turing machine, 
then it requires at most rT(n)log2 T(n) steps for a deterministic two-stack-tape 
automaton, where r is a constant independent ofn. Hierarchies of computational com- 
plexity classes are examined; for instance, it is shown that for any pair of real numbers 
(p, q) satisfying the condition 1 < p < q < 2, the class of languages n~-recognizable 
by off-line deterministic two-pushdown-tape automata is properly contained in the 
class of languages nq-recognizable by off-line deterministic two-pushdown-tape 
automata. It is also shown that any context-free language isrecognized by a deterministic 
three-pushdown-tape utomaton i a number of steps proportional to the cube of the 
input length. 
INTRODUCTION 
The difficulty of computation is highly related to both the number and type of the 
tapes of automata which perform the computation. In this paper, we are concerned 
with the computational complexity of deterministic multistack-tape automata nd 
deterministic multipushdown-tape automata. 
This paper is divided into five sections. In Section 1, we introduce the models of 
multitape automata. In Section 2, we give an upper bound on the number of operations 
of a deterministic two-stack-tape automaton eeded to simulate T(n) operations of a 
k-tape Turing machine. The operations of stack tapes are more restrictive than those 
of Turing tapes. Therefore, although the bound is the same as that of the corresponding 
result of F. C. Hennie and R. E. Stearns [9], our result is stronger. 
In Section 3, we solve some hierarchy problems based upon the computation speed 
of off-line deterministic two-pushdown-tape automata. Hennie showed that given p 
and q in the range 1 ~< p < q ~< 2, there exists a language which is nq-recognizable 
by an off-line one-tape Turing machine, but is not n~-recognizable by any off-line 
one-tape Turing machine [8]. We can solve the corresponding result for off-line 
deterministic two-pushdown-tape automata. 
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We describe the recognition problems of context-free languages in the last two 
sections. We know that any context-free language is nS-recognizable by an on-line 
Turing machine with two working tapes. This result has been solved by K. Torii, T. 
Kasami, and H. Ogata [13]. In Section 4, we give an upper bound on the recognition 
time for context-free languages by deterministic two-stack-tape automata. In Section 5, 
we give a recognition algorithm for context-free languages by deterministic three- 
pushdown-tape automata, whose upper time bound is n ~. A parsing algorithm for 
each of Chomsky's normal grammars i similarly given from the recognition algorithm. 
In this algorithm, we use a parsing matrix defined by D. H. Younger [14], which can 
compactly describe the grammatical structure of the word. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we will describe the basic models of multitape automata necessary 
for the understanding of this paper. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
basic notions and properties of formal languages and automata. A natural extension 
of an automaton with a particular type of storage tape is a multitape automaton whose 
tapes are of the same kind. These models have been established earlier, and are 
well-known [5, 10]. We shall only give informal descriptions of the models. 
A k-tape automaton consists of a finite set of internal states and k tapes. In order 
to use an automaton for calculations, one must add some means of supplying input 
data to the automaton and obtaining output data from it. Two typical ways of doing 
this are considered. One is an off-line type, and another is an on-line type. There are 
several definitions, with minor differences between each, of an off-line automaton 
and an on-line automaton. We shall adopt the following: the set of input symbols Z' 
does not contain a blank symbol b. In the case of the off-line k-tape automaton, the 
input string w = a la  2 " "  a j  is written on the first j squares of one of the k tapes, and 
the remaining squares of k tapes except special squares are blank at the start of the 
computation. The automaton starts the computation at the initial internal state with 
one reading head scanning the first symbol of the input string and other k -- 1 reading 
heads canning the designated squares. Then the automaton will eventually stop, or it 
will never stop. The automaton decides whether the input string is accepted or 
rejected according to the internal state when it stops. 
In the case of the on-line k-tape automaton, the device is provided with a special 
terminal at which input symbols can be supplied. Such an automaton begins its 
computation i the initial internal state, with all tapes except special squares blank 
and k reading heads scanning the designated squares. Upon being supplied with an 
input symbol, it goes through a number of operations leading to an internal state to 
which an output symbol has been assigned. Once such a state is reached, the device 
is ready for a new input symbol, at which situation the process is repeated. Any finite 
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string of input symbols that leads the device to an internal state with output 1 (output O) 
is said to be accepted (rejected) by the device. Therefore, if the input string is 
processed by the device in a finite number of steps, for each initial segment of the 
input string, the device decides whether it is accepted or rejected. 
We use in this paper three types of deterministic automata, which are, multitape 
Turing machines, deterministic multistack-tape automata nd deterministic multi- 
pushdown-tape automata. So in any situation, automata may have at most one choice 
of next move. 
We shall use the following abbreviations in this paper: kdpa (deterministic k- 
pushdown-tape automaton), off-kdpa (off-line deterministic k-pushdown-tape 
automaton), on-kdpa (on-line deterministic k-pushdown-tape automaton), kdsa 
(deterministic k-stack-tape automaton), off-kdsa (off-line deterministic k-stack-tape 
automaton), on-kdsa (on-line deterministic k-stack-tape automaton), kTM (k-tape 
Turing machine), off-kTM (off-line k-tape Turing Machine) on-kTM (on-line 
k-tape Turing machine). 
When the input string is a la  ~ "." an ,  the initial configurations of an off-2dsa nd an 
on-2dsa are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. Z 0 and Yo are the start symbols 
of stack tapes, respectively, q0 is the initial state of the stack automaton. 
Stack tape 1 
[ zora . i . . .  a 
Head 1 [ 
Stack tape 2 
~Head 2 
qo -]Internal 
FIG. 1. Initial configuration of off-2dsa. 
state 
Input tape 
l Internal , 
state q 
Stack Stack 
tape1 tape 2 
FIG. 2. Initial configuration fon-2dsa. 
Output 
tape 
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We shall define the measure of computational complexity. The number of moves 
that a machine requires to accept or reject an input string will be called the computation 
time for the input string. This complexity measure has been already established, and 
is well-known [7], [8]. 
DEFINITION 1. Let M be an off-line automaton. Suppose that for all input strings 
of length n, M can stop in T(n) or less than T(n) steps, and answer whether the input 
strings are accepted or rejected (n = 1, 2,...). Then M is said to be a T(n)-time 
bounded automaton, or of time complexity T(n). R(M) denotes the set of input strings 
accepted by M. A set ~ is T(n)-recognizable by an off-line automaton if and only if 
there exists a T(n)-time bounded off-line automaton M such that ~ = R(M). 
DEFINITION 2. Let M be an on-line automaton. Suppose that for any input 
string w, M can print the first n digits of the output string for it on its output ape 
in no more than T(n) steps (n = 1, 2,..). Then M is said to be a T(n)-time bounded 
automaton, or of time complexity T(n). A set a is T(n)-recognizable by an on-line 
automaton if and only if there exists a T(n)-time bounded on-line automaton M such 
that for any input string w, the nth output digit of M is 1 if the first n digits of w is in 
and is 0, otherwise (n = 1, 2,...). 
In this paper, unless stated otherwise, T(n) = f(n) means T(n) ---- If(n)], where 
It] is the smallest positive integer m such that m >~ r. 
The speed-up theorem of computation time for Turing machines has been proved by 
J. Hartmanis and R. E. Stearns [7]. The following lemma is immediate. 
LEMMA 1. I f  a set ~ is T(n)-recognizable by an off-kdsa (on-kdsa, off-kdpa, on-kdpa, 
off-kTM, on-kTM), k >1 2 and infn~oo T(n)/n = or, then o~ is rT(n)-recognizable by an 
appropriate off-kdsa (on-kdsa, off-kdpa, on-kdpa, off-k TM, on-k TM) for any computable 
positive real number . 
2. 2dsa SIMULATION OF MULTITAPE TURING MACHINE 
F. C. Hennie and R. E. Stearns howed that, if a given function requires computation 
time T(n) for a kTM, then it requires at most computation time rT(n) log 2 T(n) for a 
2TM, where r is a constant independent of n [9]. We shall show that the same com- 
putation can also be simulated by a 2dsa whose computation time is proportional to 
T(n) log 2 T(n). This result is stronger than that of F. C. Hennie and R. E. Stearns. 
THEOREM 1. The number of operations of a 2dsa needed to simulate T(n) operations 
of a kTM is at most [rT(n) log 2 T(n)], where r is a constant independent of n. 
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Proof9 We shall describe amethod of simulating the behaviour of a given kTM M~ 
with an appropriate 2dsa M. The organization of the storage tapes of M is shown in 
Fig. 3. The data to the left of the heads of Me are stored in stack tape 1 (abbreviated 2"1) 
of M, and the data to the right of the heads of Me are stored in stack tape 2 (abbreviated 
Ta). One particular block B 0 will hold the storage symbols canned by each of the 
heads of Me 9 B0 is called a home-block, and is stored in the internal state of M. 
B_ 1 , B~ ,..., are blocks of exponentially increasing length on Tt, that is, B-i is 
of length 2ik. Likewise, B1, B 2 ,..., are blocks on T2, the length of Bi being equal 
to that of B i . Each stack tape has two tracks. The upper tracks are used to indicate 
tape-indices of Me, and the lower tracks are used to store the data of M e or empty 
symbols, As. Each block of a stack tape is divided lengthwise into 2k parts9 The part 
of Bi with indicators hownj (j) is called thejtb left (right) part of the ith block9 Both 
thejth parts of each block are the storage areas for thejth tape of M e . 
The simulation of rewriting symbols is simple. In that case, M needs only to 
examine and change the home-block B 0 to simulate the rewriting current step of Me. 
We will now describe the simulation of data shifting. Without loss of generality, 
we focus on the jth parts of the stack tapes corresponding to the jth tape of Me. 
The other tapes of Me are simulated in the same way. 
~ [a1_7[ ~ I /~ ] /~ ~ /~ ~ a16 a1_5 e1_4 a1_3 ak I )~ a12 a 
s B /k__ .  
-3 " -2 -1 
Stack tape1 (T1) 
(111~l l  ; 1 akk3 a~2 ~(1 ~" " ' '1111] '~1 ~" k ~ " " ~ I 1 [ 1" l 
,, A ,, A ,, __J 3 2 1 ~  
Stack tape 2 (T 2 ) 
I 9 9 9 Home 
: : b,ock a o a o 
FzG. 3. Two-stack tapes and home block. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 la-71a-,la-sla-,la-31a- la-,la ,la 11' 
~ Head I (Tape1) 
k k k k k k k l'-31.- ta-,ta ola 11' 31" 
~Head k
FIo. 4. Turing tapes. 
(Tape k) 
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Squares in which symbols from Me's tape pattern are stored will be called "full", 
and squares in which empty symbols )~s are written will be called "empty". At the 
beginning of each step in a simulation, each of Mk's tape pattern is stored within the 
corresponding parts on the stack tapes of M in accordance with the following rules. 
(1) For any part (the jth left part or the jth right part) of any block, either 
every square is full or every square is empty. 
(2) For any i > 0, either both the jth parts of B_~ are full and both the jth 
parts of B i are empty, or both the jth parts of B_~ are empty and both the 
jth parts of Bi are full, or thejth left parts of both B_ t and B i are full, while 
the jth right parts of both B_i and Bi are empty. 
(3) The length of B_ i and the length of B~ are 2ik, respectively. 
(4) The contents of the jth parts, ignoring empty symbols, )is, represent the 
contents of the jth tape of M~. 
(5) B o always has only its left part filled. 
Notice that the configuration of the stack tapes illustrated in Fig. 3 is legal. From 
the above rule (4), the contents of the stack tapes in Fig. 3 correspond to those of the 
Turing tapes shown in Fig. 4. 
To see how data is transferred, let us imagine that thejth tape head of M k moves to 
the left. M must then shift the corresponding data to the right. To do so, M puts both 
stack heads on the rightmost squares, respectively. To simplify the explanation ofthe 
simulation, we will illustrate it by an example (see Figs. 5-10). In our example, 
we assume that k = 2 and j = 2. 
Then M transfers each symbol on T 1 to T 2 successively removing each square of 
the emptyjth parts until it finds the first block B_~ whosejth right part orjth left part 
is not empty. Then M shifts data from T~ to T 1 until the right end of the ( j  -- 1) 
B " B _ _  B 
V -' V -' M-  
Stack tape1 (T1)" Headl (HI) 1 
B S B 
. V ' V 2 V - -  
9 . .~ l~f~l~l~r~ atto a'g a12 a17 a16 al' a14 813 8'w a'w a24 a23 a|;~ al, ~' ~ a2, a21 ~ /\ 
Stack tape2 (T2) Head2 (H2) I 
FIG. 5. Simulation of data shifting (l). 
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part of B_(i_z) reaches the rightmost square of T 2 , and then M moves the head of T z 
to the right end of thejth right part of B_i providing thejth right part of the block is 
not empty (case 1) (see Fig. 6). If thejth right part of the block is empty and thejth 
B B 
' V "' \ 
T 1 Hll 
B B B B B 
V ' W V V 
h "21 
B0 
FIo. 6. Simulation of data shifting (2). 
left part of the block is not empty (case 2), then M moves the head of T z to the right 
end of the jth left part of B- i .  Next, the head of T z is moved to the left while M 
simultaneously copies the contents of the jth right part of B~ (case 1) or the jth left 
part of B_ i (case 2) together with the j marker onto the top of T~. These will become 
the newjth parts of B-(i-1) (see Fig. 7). M then has to replace the contents, but not 
the indicators, of the jth right part of B_~ (case 1) or the jth left part of B_ i (case 2) 
with empty symbols, A. It must also rewrite the j indicators of the right half of the new 
B_(i_z) toj's. For simplicity, we omit the details of these operations. Once the above 
B 
- - V  ' \ 
Hll T ! 
B B B B B 
' V - -  ' - - V -  'W - 'V - -  -' \ 
a-3 a-4 a -1 $-2 a-3 a-4 
' ' "  .18.'7 ~. ~$ ~4a~3.25a25a24aZ3a12a11 ~[ ;  2 ~ 1 ~ ~" 1 ~ ~ 1 1 2 '~ ~ 2 1 I , * , 2 2 z 2 I I ~, ;~ "22"21  ~ ~ '1" '~  ~ ;~ 1 , 2 2 2 9 
T 2 H21 
Fze. 7. Simulation of data shifting (3). 
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operations have been completed, M transfers the new B_(~_z)  from T~ to T z , and puts 
the head of T z on the right end of thejth right part of B_(i_z) and the head of T 2 on 
the top (see Fig. 8). 
B B B 
V v - - \  
a -8 ~ -7 a_$ a-5 a-4 a-3 a-2 a -1 a-4 a -3 /~ 2 2 z 2 ;~ ~ ;~ X ,X ~ ,X ; ~ ~, z z z z ,i 1 
rl Hll 
B ,B B B 
' V ' V -  ' -V  -'\ 
I '  2 ~ ~ 212 a~o.:,a1,.17alli.~ a' '3a2,a2!ia24a23al a111 '~ '~ ' ' I ~" ~ 1 :  I 22 I~ 
T 2 H21 
~ S o 
FIG. 8. Simulation of data shifting (4). 
Next, M proceeds to transfer the contents of the j'th right part of B_ h to both the 
jth parts of B (n_z) in the same way (h ----- i --  1,..., 2). After that, M transfers the 
contents of the jth right part of B_ z to the jth part of the home block in the control 
state. The previous contents of the jth part of the home block are temporarily stored 
in the internal state, which will be transferred to thejth left part of B z . Thus thejth 
left parts of B (~_z) ,..., B z are full, and the jth fight parts of B~,  B_(~_z) ,..., B z 
are empty (see Fig. 9). 
B B B 
- - -V  -' V - -  " ' - -V - -  -'-X 
T.~ " , I  
B B B 
T2 ",1 
Fzo. 9. Simulation of data shifting (5). 
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Next, M must shift the data of T 2 to the left. From the rule (2), both the jth parts 
of Bz ,..., B~_ z are full and the jth right part of B~ is empty (see Fig. 9). If the jth left 
part of B, is empty (case 1), M transfers the contents of both thejth parts of B,_ 1 to 
the jth left part of B,.  Otherwise (case 2), M transfers the contents of both the jth 
parts of Bi-z to the jth right part of B i . We shall illustrate the method of transfer 
for case 1 (we can illustrate case 2 in a similar manner). M puts both the heads on 
the rightmost squares respectively, and then shifts the data from T 2 to T 1 until the 
right end of the jth left part of B, reaches the rightmost nonblank square of T 2 . M 
then removes the jth left part of Bi, after which it moves the head of T 1 to the left 
until the head reaches the right end of thejth left part of Bi_  l . Next, the head of T x is 
successively moved to the left, while M simultaneously copies the contents of both 
the jth parts of Bi_ 1 together with the j marker onto the top of T~. These become the 
new contents of the jth left part of Bi. Next M replaces each symbol of both the jth 
parts of Bi-x by an empty symbol )~, thej and j markers remaining. For simplicity, we 
omit the details of these operations. 
M then proceeds to transfer the contents of both the jth parts of Bn_ 1 to the jth 
left part of Bn in the same way (i -- 1 >/h /> 2). It then transfers the contents of the 
previous home block to the jth left part of B x . Thus the simulation of left shifting 
has been completed, and the new configurations of the stack tapes till satisfy the rules 
(1), (2), (3), (4), (5) (see Fig. 10). 
B B B" 
- -V  -' V - -  -' V -  -' 
[ 2 2 z z i i i i 2 2 i i t 1 i 2 i , ; 
1"1 HII 
B B " 
- -V  ' V ~  2 V ''~B 1 - -~ 
T 2 H21 
Fzo. 10. Simulation of data shifting (6). 
There is a possibility that both the jth parts of every B-sO = 1, 2,...) are empty. 
In such a case, M must attach new blocks. We will now describe how new blocks are 
attached. Let us assume that every/'th part of T 1 is empty, and let B_(~_x) be the last 
block of T 1 . Suppose that the number of squares between the left end of B_(t_l), 
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and the start symbol of T 1 (Z o in the case of Fig. 1 or Fig. 2) is m. There are input 
data in these m squares, but they do not have indicators. When M~ is an off-kTM, 
there is a possibility of m > 0. Notice that an input string has no indicators, and is 
written on T 1 prior to the start of the computation. If m ~> 2 ~, thejth part of B_i will 
be composed of the successive 2 i symbols on the left of B_(~_I), andj and j indicators. 
If m < 2 i, thejth part of B_ i will be composed of the successive msymbols on the left 
of B-(i-1), 2 i -- m blank letters, ~ and j and j indicators. Notice that ~ corresponds 
to the blank symbol of M k . The pth part (1 <~p <~ k,p ~ j )  of B_t will also be 
constructed legally. After these operations, M constructs the new block B i on the left 
end of Bi_ 1 of T 2 , which is composed of the empty symbols, A and the indicators. 
Since the length of each part of B_~ is twice that of B_(i_l), M can construct the new 
blocks in a number of steps proportional to 24. For simplicity, we omit the details 
of these operations. After the construction of the new blocks B_/and Bi,  M shifts 
the corresponding data to the left in the way described previously. 
When the jth head of Mk moves to the right, the operations of M simulating Mk's 
movement is analogous. 
We call all that we have described above a Bi operation. 
From the above explanation, it takes at most 2~rl steps for M to perform a B~ 
operation, where r1 is an appropriate constant independent of L We note that M can 
perform a Bi operation only after at least 24-1 steps of M k have occurred, since it 
takes at least 24-1 steps of Mk after a Bi operation for all the jth parts of 
B_I, B_z ,..., B_(~_x) to become empty again ( j -~  1, 2,..., k). Also a B i operation 
cannot be performed for the first time until the 2i-lth step of MR. Hence, if M~ 
operates in T(n) steps, M will perform only B/ operations for those i, such that 
i ~ 1 -}- log 2 T(n). Therefore, if M k makes T(n) steps, M makes at most 
l+log~T(n) 
~, (r12i(T(n))/2 i-a) = rT(n) log s Z(n) 
4=1 
steps, where r is an appropriate constant independent ofn. Q.E.D. 
From the above theorem and Lemma 1, the next theorem is immediate. 
TrlEOP~M 2. I f  o~ is T(n)-recognizable by an off-kTM, and if 
inf (T(n) log a T(n))/n ---- o% 
n~oo 
then ~ is T(n) log a T(n)-recognizable by an off-2dsa, where the logarithmic base d is an 
arbitrary computable number such that d > 1. 
If ~ is T(n)-recognizable by an on-line automaton, from Definition 2, T(n) >~ n 
for each n >~ 0. Then inf,~.~o (T(n) loga T(n))/n ----- ~.  Therefore, we have the next 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. I f  a is T(n)-recognizable by an on-kTM, then ~ is T(n) log a T(n)- 
recognizable by an on-2dsa, where the logarithmic base d is an arbitrary computable 
number such that d > 1. 
From the proof of F. C. Hennie and R. E. Stearns in a two-Turing-tape simulation 
[9], we can easily find out that one of the two tapes of the simulators can be replaced 
by a pushdown-tape. Then the number of operations of a 3dpa needed to simulate 
T(n) operations of a kTM is the same as that of a 2TM. 
3. HIERARCHY PROBLEMS 
Hennie introduced the notion of the "crossing sequence" of a Turing machine 
computation, and derived some results on the computation times required by one-tape 
off-line Turing machines [8]. Gladkij derived an interesting result on the derivational 
complexity classes (the Nonlinear Theorem of Context-Sensitive Grammars [4]), 
and Book gave a generalization of Gladkij's result in [1]. Igarashi and Honda extended 
the theorem to a more general form I11]. In this section, we shall solve some hierarchy 
problems by using those results. At the beginning, we give some definitions. These are 
as in [11]. 
DEFINITION 3. A phrase-structure grammar (abbreviated PSG) is a 4-tuple 
G ~ (V, 27, P, a), where (1) V is a finite set, (2) 27 _C V is an alphabet, (3) P is a finite 
set of the form u --* v, with u in (V - -  27)(V - -  27)* and v in V*, and (4) a is in V - -  27. 
For w and y in V*, write w ~a y (or w :> y when G is understood) if there exist 
z l ,  z2, u, and v, such that w = ZlUZ~, y ~ ZlVZ~, and u --* v is in P. For w and y 
in V*, write w ~a Y (or w ~- y when G is understood) if either w = y or there exist 
w0, w 1 ,..., wr, such that w 0 ~- w, w r = y, and w i * w~+ 1 for each i. The sequence 
Wo ,..., wr is called a derivation and is denoted by w o ~ w 1 :> ." ~ wr 9 The length 
of a derivation ~: ~ w 1 ~ "" :~ w~ in 67 is the number of rewriting steps and is 
denoted by dl(~: ~ w 1 :~ ... ~- wn). The length of a minimum length derivation of 
w from ~ in G is denoted by dlm(s ~ *~ w). The subset of 27", L(G) = {x in 27* [ a *~ x} 
is called a phrase-structure language (abbreviated PSL). 
DEFINITION 4. T(n) is a time function if and only if T(n) is a computable function 
from nonnegative integers to positive integers such that T(n) ~ T(n + 1) for each 
nonnegative integer n. 
DEFINITION 5. Let T be a time function. For each word x, [ x ] denotes its length. 
We say that a P SL G = (V, 27, P, a) is a T-derivable grammar if and only if T([ w ]) >/ 
dlm(a ~> w) for each w in L(G). A set a _C 27* is said to be a T-derivable language if 
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and only if ~ is generated by some T-derivable grammar. The class of all T-derivable 
languages i  denoted by L r or Lrt~). 
DEFINITION 6. Let 9 be a function defined on the set of all strings on an alphabet 
I = {at, a2} , taking nonvoid subsets of l *  as values. Let .W, be a language 
{xcycx [x ~ l * ,  y E ~o(x)}, where e is a symbol not in Z'. Let ~ be a function from 27* 
to positive integers defined by ~(x)----min{] xcycx]I y ~ ~(x)), and let f~ be a 
function from nonnegative integers to positive integers defined by 
f~,(n) = max{~(x)[ [ x ] -~ n}. 
The next lemma was established in [1]. Theorem 4 is an extension of Gladkij's 
"Nonlinear Theorem on Context-Sensitive Grammars," and was established in [1 1]. 
The method of the proof of Theorem 4given in [1 1] is quite similar to that of Gladkij's 
result [4] and Book's result [1]. 
LEMMA 2. Let ~ be a T-derivable language. Then for any positive computable 
number k, ~ is a kT-derivable language. 
TrleoaE~I 4. Let T be a time function such that lim~.~o (T(f,(n))/n 2) = O. Then 
L r does not contain ~.  
LEMMA 3. Let T be a time function satisfying the condition infn~o o (T(n)/n) > O. 
I f  a language ~ is T(n)-reeognizable by an off-2dpa, then ~ is in Lr  . 
Proof. Let M be a T(n)-time bounded off-2dpa which recognizes a language 
o~ C Z'*. Let qo be the initial state of M, and let Z 0 and Yo be the start symbols of the 
pushdown tapes of M, respectively. We can construct the following PSG, 
G ----- (V, 27, P1 u P~ U P3, a), such that L(G) =- o~. 
Let ~ be a nonterminal word corresponding to a terminal word w, and let z R be 
the reverse of z. Suppose that 27 t3 {d ] a ~ X} does not contain Zo, Y0 or any symbol 
representing an internal state of M. Let Pt be a set of production rules such that 
every word in {wZo~RqoYo [ w ~ 27*} can be derived from a by using rules in P1, and 
the following condition is satisfied: dlm(cr *~ wZo~RqoYo)<~ r [w ], where r is a 
constant of w. 
Let us assume that the rules of M are represented in the form ((wl, q, w2) ,
(wa, p, w4) . This means that if M is in state q scanning w 1 on the top of pushdown 
tape 1 and w 2 on the top of pushdown tape 2, then M goes to state p, and replaces w 1 
and w~ by w 3 and w4, respectively. Let p~ = {~1q,3 2 ~ ~3P~4 ] ((w~, q, %), (w3, p, w4) 
is in the set of rules of M). Then G can simulate the operations of M on the subword 
Zo~RqoY 0 of WZo~RqoYo in the natural way. 
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Let P3 be a set of production rules as follows: 
If the simulation stops and the state symbol represents a final state of M, the G 
stops the simulation and erases all nonterminal symbols on the string by using 
rules in P3. G then produces w in R(M). 
From the above construction of G, G is a rlT(n)-derivable grammar, where rt is an 
appropriate constant. Therefore, ,  is in Lr from Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 
It is clear that ~ ----- {wcwRcw [ w ~ 27"} is recognizable by a (n + 1)-time bounded 
off-2dsa, where c is a symbol not in 27 ---- {at, a2}. However, if T(n) is a time function 
such that lim~_~ (T(n)/n 2) ----0, a is not recognizable by any T(n)-time bounded 
off-2dpa from Theorem 4 and Lemma 3. Therefore we have the next theorem. 
THEOREM 5. There exist a language ~ and a time function T(n) satisfying the 
following two conditions. 
(i) ~ is recognizable by a T(n)-time bounded off-2dsa. 
(ii) Let f(n) be a time function such that limn_~o (f(n)/T(n) 2) ---- O. Then ~ is not 
recognizable by any f (n)-time bounded off-2dpa. 
Hennie showed that given any real numbers p and q in the range 1 ~ q < p ~ 2, 
there exists a language recognizable by a nV-time bounded off-lTM, but not 
recognizable by any nq-time bounded off-lTM [8]. We shall give a similar result on 
off-2dpa's. 
DEFINITION 7. fb is a function on 27* defined by fb(x) = ] Xb ], where Xb is the 
binary expression of Ix I. 
EXAMPLES. 
fb(aababb) ---- [ 1 10l  = 3. 
fb(addacaddcacc) = ] 11001 = 4. 
DEFINITION 8. fr  = { ckxcx ] X C Z*, fb(C k) ~ rfb(x)}, where c is a symbol not in 
27 = {al, a2) , r is a rational number in the range 1 ~ r < 2. 
L~MMA 4. Let T(n) be a time function such that lim,+~ (T(n)/n21 ") ~ O. Then fr  
is not in Lr  . 
Proof. Assume that fir is in LT. Then we will be lead to a contradiction. Let 
G ----- (V, 27 u {c), P, a) be a T(n)-derivable grammar such that Or ~ L(G). Let 
G' = (V w ~' u {e, #,  r a0}, 27 u {c}, P, ~0), where • ----- {d I a e 27}, #,  r ~0, e and 
each a in Z" are new symbols not in V, respectively, and/~ is defined as follows: Let h 
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be a homomorphism from V to V u ~P u {~), such that for each a in L" t3 {c), h(a) = 
and for each A in V -  (Z u {c}), h(A) =- A. 
/6 = {h(~:) ~ h(~/) I ~: ~ V ~ P) t_) {a 0 ~ #h(7/) # [ a ~ ~7 ~ P} 
U {#d --+ a# ] a e X) U {ffd ~ aft I a ~ Z} 
u {#e ~ #, #e ~ c-/L #-# --* ,, #e# -,. 4. 
Then L(G') ~- {wcw ] w e Z*). From the definitions of fi, and fb, if 1 + [log 2 k] /> 
r(1 + [log2 I x I]), ckxcx is in fir, where [s] is the largest integer s' such that s' ~< s. 
Therefore, if i = [(2 1 x l)q, cixcx is in fir. Since G is T-derivable, dlm(a *~a cixcx) 
T([(2 1 x I)q + 2 Ix  [ + 1) ~ T([(5 l x 3% Hence, 
dlm(~ o ~, xcx) ~ r([(5 l x I)q) + [(21 x I)q + 21 x i + 2. 
Since limn~o (T(n)/n~/r) = 0 and r < 2, there exists a time function T' such that 
limn~oo (T'(n)/n ~) = 0 and G' is T'-derivable. From Theorem 4, this is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. fir is recognizable by a [(1 + e) n~/q-time bounded off-lTM, where e is 
an arbitrary positive computable number. 
Proof. We can construct an off-lTM M which recognizes fir in the following way. 
In the first stage, M determines whether the input string is in {ckxcy ]x e Z*, y e 27"}. 
If this condition is satisfied, M enters the second stage. Otherwise, M rejects the 
input string. The number of steps in the first stage is at most the length of the input 
string. Suppose that the input string is ckxcy, ] c~xcy [ = n and r = p/q, wherep and q 
are both positive integers. In the second stage, M moves the head to the first symbol 
of ckxcy, and then computes the binary expressions of k and ] x [ by making a series 
of passes across the blocks c ~ and x. The method is quite similar to Hennie's method 
of determining logarithms in [8]. On each pass, M marks the block c k and the block x 
independently with special symbols on the first, the third, the fifth, etc., previously 
unmarked squares. If k is odd, the first bit of the binary expression of k is 1. Otherwise, 
it is 0. If I x ] is odd, the first bit of the binary expression of I x [ is 1. Otherwise, it is 0. 
If the number of the unmarked symbols at the ith pass in the block c k (the block x) 
is odd, the (i + 1)th bit of the binary expression of k([ x l) is 1. Otherwise, it is 0. 
M writes every p bits of the binary expression of k and every q bits of the binary 
expression of j x ] in one square at an appropriate position of the tape. Then M can 
easily determine whether fb(c k) >~ rfb(x). If this condition is satisfied, M enters the 
third stage. Otherwise, M rejects the input string. The number of steps in the second 
stage is at most 2n[log 2b]. In the third stage, M determines whether x and y are 
identical. If this condition is satisfied, the input string is accepted by M. Otherwise, 
it is rejected. M requires at most (1 + [ x 1) 3 steps in the third stage. It is clear that 
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l im~(n log  Sn)/n z/r =0 and (1 +Ix[)3 <~nZ/~+2nX/~+ 1. Therefore fl~ is 
recognizable by a [(1 + e) n~/~]-time bounded off-lTM. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 9. -C~eoff.2dva(n~ ) is the class of all languages which are recognizable by 
n~-time bounded off-2dpa's. SOom2dsa(n~ ) is the class of all languages which are 
recognizable by n~-time bounded off-2dsa's. ~OmlXM(n v) is the class of all languages 
which are recognizable by nV-time bounded off-lTM. 
The next two theorems are straight-forward from Lemma 3, Lemma4 and 
Lemma 5. 
THEOREM 6. Let p and q be any real numbers uch that 1 <~ p < q ~ 2. Then 
Laom~dpa(n~ ) is properly contained in ~om2apa(nq). 
THEOREM 7. Let p and q be any real numbers such that 1 ~ p < q <~ 2. Then there 
exists an infinitely long chain of distinct complexity classes between 5r ) and 
C-.. 
Let ~, = {wc~w s I w ~ ~*, k >~ 1}, where c is a symbol not in 27 and the number of 
elements in 27 is at least 2. If lim,~o~ (T(n)/n 2) = 0, ), is not recognizable by any T-time 
bounded off-lTM [8]. It is clear that 7 is recognizable by a (n + 1)-tirne bounded 
off-2dpa. Thus, we have the next theorem. 
THEOREM 8. (i) Let p be any real number in the range 1 < p < 2. Then s p) 
is properly contained in *Wolf 2dpa(n~). (ii) Let T(n) be a time function such that 
limn~o (T(n)/n ~) = 0 and for all n, T(n) >~ n + 1. Then the class of all languages 
recognizable by T(n)-time bounded off-lTM's is properly contained in the class of all 
languages recognizable by T(n)-time bounded off-2dpa's. 
THEOREM 9. Let p and q be any real numbers in the range 1 < p < q < 2. Then 
there is not any inclusion relation between s ) and ~OmlXM(nq). 
Proof. y -= {wc~wR l w ~ X*, k >/ 1} is in ~r but not in ~o~f_lTM(nq). 
fl~, where r =- 2/q, is in -Wotf.lTM(nq), but not in s ~) from Lemma 3, Lemma 4, 
and Lemma 5. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 10. Let T(n) be a time function such that limn_.~o (T(n)/n 2) =- 0 and for all 
n, T(n) >/n + 1. Then the class of all languages recognizable by T(n)-time bounded 
off-2dpa's is properly contained in the class of all languages recognizable by T(n)-time 
bounded off-2dsa' s. 
Proof. It is clear that y = {wcwRcw I W ~ 27*} is recognizable by a (n + 1)-time 
bounded off-2dsa, y is not recognizable by any T(n)-time bounded off-2dpa from 
Theorem 4 and Lemma 3. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let p be any real number in the range 1 < p < 2. Then ~Z'ou.2apa(n~ ) 
is properly contained in ~eorr.~dsa(n~ ). 
We can also prove the same problems on off-line nondeterministic two-pushdown- 
tape automata in the same way. 
4. RECOGNITION OF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES BY 2dsa's 
In this and the next sections, we shall study the recognition speed of context-free 
languages (abbreviated CFL's). At the beginning, we give some definitions and 
notations. These mainly follow [13] and [14]. 
DEFINITION 10. If all rules of a context-free grammar G (abbreviated CFG) are 
of the form A ~ BC or A --~ a, where A, B, and C are arbitrary nonterminal symbols 
and a is an arbitrary terminal symbol, then G is said to be a Chomsky's normal 
grammar (abbreviated CNG). 
For any CFG G with no E-rules, there exists a CNG G' such that L(G) = L(G') 
[3], [10]. Then we may consider that each CFL is generated by a CNG. 
DEFINITION 11. Let G = (V, 27, P, a) be a CNG, and let w = ala 2 ... an be a 
terminal string, where a i (1 ~ j ~< n) is an element in 27. Then 
w(i, k) = {Y[ Y *~ a , . "  ak, Y ~ (V -- 2:)}, 
wj(i, k) = {YI Y ~ X1X2 e P, XI ~ w(i,j), X2 ~ w(j  + 1, k)}. 
From the above definition, if k ~ i + 1, w(i, k) = 0~-~ w~(i, k). w is in L(G) if 
and only if a E w(1, n) [13]. Torii, Kasami, and Ogata have shown the next theorem. 
Younger has independently shown that any CFL is n3-recognizable by a Turing 
machine with one input tape and four working tapes [14]. 
THEOREM 11. Any CFL is recognizable by a n3-time bounded on-2TM [13]. 
From the recognition algorithm in the proof of Theorem 11 (Theorem 1 of [13]), 
the next theorem is straightforward. 
THEOREM 12. Any CFL # recognizable by a n3-time bounded off-2TM. 
The above two theorems can be also derived by slight modifications ofthe proof of 
Younger's result in the book of Hopcroft and Ullman [10]. 
From Theorem2, Theorem3, Theorem 11, and Theorem 12, we have the 
following two theorems. 
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THEOREM 13. Any CFL is recognizable by a n 3 log s n-time bounded off-2dsa. 
THEOREM 14. Any CFL is recognizable by a n 3 log2 n-time bounded on-2dsa. 
Younger defined aparsing matrix which is a description of how the word is generated 
by a CNG [14]. It is compact and useful to describe the grammatical structure of 
the word. We make minor changes in the following definition of the parsing matrix. 
However it is essentially the same as the definition of Younger. 
DEFINITION 12. Given a CNG G = (V, 27, P, ~), and a given string w = alas ... an 
over 27, the parsing matrix of w, PG(w) --~ [pw(i,j)]n• is defined as follows. 
(i) pw(i,j) is a subset of V -  I .  
(ii) If a ~ alas "" an ,P,o(1, n) = {a}. Otherwise, pw(1, n) = ~. 
(iii) For any (i, j) such that (i, j) v~ (1, n), pw(i, j )  ~ A if and only if 
a ~ a I .." ai_lAaj+l "" an and A *~ aia~+ 1 ." a s . 
Younger has shown that for any CNG G, there exists a multitape Turing machine 
which gives the parsing matrix Pc(w) of each input string w in at most [ w [ 8 steps. 
From the recognition algorithm in the proof of Theorem 11 (Theorem 1 of [13]), 
we can also prove the next theorem straightforwardly. This theorem can also be 
derived by slight modification of the proof of Younger's result [14]. 
THEOREM 15. For any CNG G, there exists an off-2TM which gives the parsing 
matrix Pc(w) of each input string w in at most 1 w ]a steps. 
From the above theorem and Theorem 1, we have the next theorem. 
THEOREM 16. For any CNG G, there exists an off-2dsa which gives the parsing 
matrix PG(w) of each input string w in at most [ w [ 3 log s I w I steps. 
5. RECOGNITION OF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES BY 3dpa's 
From the last paragraph of Section 2, Theorem 11, and Theorem 12, it is evident 
that any CFL is recognizable by a n 3 logs n-time bounded off-3dpa as well as a 
n 3 log s n-time bounded on-3dpa. We can directly prove the following stronger results. 
THEOREM 17. Any CFL is recognizable by a nb-time bounded on-3dpa. 
Proof. Let G = (V, l ,  P, ~) be a CNG, and let w = alas ... a n "", be an input 
string. We can construct a nb-time bounded on-3dpa whose actions are as follows. 
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For each initial segment of length n, z~ n = ala 2 ..- an (n = 1, 2,...), if wn is in L(G), 
the nth output of M is 1, and if @n is not inL(G), the nth output of M is 0. Let T~,r be 
a symbol which denotes the set w(i,j), and let 7"1,7'2 and T a be the pushdown-tapes 
of M, respectively. Let [7'/] be the contents of the tape 7"/(i = 1, 2, 3). The operation 
of this machine is as follows. 
M reads the first input symbol a s and writes Tx. x on T x . Then at this stage, 
[Ta] = ZoT~a and [7'2] = [Ta] = Z0, where Z 0 is the initial symbol of the pushdown- 
tapes. If  Txa denotes a r w(1, 1), M emits the 1st output 1. Otherwise, M emits the 
1st output 0. Assume that 
[/'1] = Z0TI.~ "'" T,.~ #T~.~ ... T2.~ # "'" #r~.~,  
B 1 B 2 B~ 
[T~] = Z 0 and IT3] = Z 0 
when M is ready to read the (k + 1)th input symbol ak+x. The part Ti,k "'" Ti.i of 
[7'1] is called the ith block, and it is denoted by B i . M reads ak+l and writes Tk+t,k+l# 
on the top of T 2 . Then M gives Tk,k+l from Tk+l,k+x and Tk,k, and M rewrites each 
tape as follows. 
[T1] = ZoT1, k .-. T1, l#T2.k . , .  T2.2#.--  #Tk_l, lcTk_l.k_l,  
[T2] = ZoTk+l,k+i #Tk.~Tk.k+l~, 
[ T3] = Zo T/~+I, ~+lTk. ~+1. 
The above descriptions of the tapes are called the contents of the tapes at the end of 
B~ operations. Assume that the contents of the tapes at the end of Bj operations 
( j  = k, k -- 1,..., 2) are 
[7"1] = ZoT1, k "- T1.1# "" #Tj_I, k "" Tj_15_1 ,
[7"2] = ZoT~+I,~+I #Tk.~Tk.~+t#"" #Tr162 "'" T~.,~+I ~, 
and 
IT3] = ZoT~+I ,~+~T~.~+I  "'" T~.~+I. 
At the beginning of the Bj_ 1 operations, M reads every square of Bj_ t of T 1 and every 
square of T 3 step by step determining wr( j -  1, k + 1)(r = j -  1,..., k). These 
wr( j -- 1, k + 1)'s are stored in the internal state of M. While executing these 
operations, M writes each symbol of B~. t of T 1 and each symbol of T 3 together with a 
special marker. For example, if M reads T~_I, h of B~._I, M writes T~._t. non T2, and 
if M reads T~+l,k+ t of Ts, M writes ~+1,~+1 on T 2 . M can give T~_~,~+ 1 by the 
relation w(j 1, k + 1) k . - -  = ~. ) r= j - -1  U ' ) r ( J  - -  1, k -4- 1). If M reads the end mark # 
of Be_x, M rewrites the # to #T~._I.~+ 1 . Then M sends back each nonmarked symbol 
of the right part from ~ of T~ and each marked symbol of the same part to T 1 and Ts, 
respectively. When the marked symbol is transferred from T2 to Ts, M erases its 
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mark. After that, M transfers each symbol of the right part from # of T 1 to T 2 one by 
one.  Then the B~._ 1operations end, and the Be_ 2 operations will start. 
At the end of B 1 operations, the contents of the tapes are as follows. 
[T d = Z0, 
[T2] = ZoTk+ldC+l #Tk.kTk.k+l#"" #T1.1 "'" Ti jc+l , 
[7"3] = ZoTk+l,k+lTt:,~+l ... rl,~+ 1 . 
If Tl.k+ 1 denotes that a is in w(1, k + 1), M emits as the (k + 1)th output 1. 
Otherwise, M emits as the (k + 1)th output 0. After that, M transfers each symbol of 
T~ to T 1 one by one, and erases the contents of T 3 . Then M is ready to read the 
(k + 2)th input symbol ak+2. 
From the above recognition algorithm, for each n, the number of steps required 
for producing the nth output after reading the nth input symbol is at most dn 2, where 
d is a constant independent of n. Consequently, the number of steps required for 
producing the nth output from the start is at most dn ~. Q.E.D. 
We can similarly get a recognition algorithm by an off-3dpa. In the case of an 
off-3dpa, the input string is given on one of the pushdown-tapes, before starting the 
computation. The operations of M until producing the ith output after reading the ith 
input symbol are the same as those in the proof of Theorem 17 (i ~ 1, 2,...). After 
emitting the ith output symbol, M erases the ith input symbol, and reads the (i + 1)th 
input symbol. And then, M enters the operations for producing (i + 1)th output. 
The number of steps required for reading and erasing the input symbols is in 
proportion to the length of the input string. Thus we have the next theorem. 
THEOREM 18. Any CFL is recognizable by a n3-time bounded off-3dpa. 
We can also prove the next theorem concerned with the parsing speed of CFL's. 
THEOREM 19. For any CNG G, there exists an off-3dpa which gives the parsing 
matrix Pc(w) of each input string w in at most ] w ]a steps. 
Proof. Let G=(V,  27, P,a) be a CNG, and let w =a la  ~' ' 'an  be an input 
string. We can construct a na-time bounded off-3dpa M whose operations proceed 
as follows. 
From the proof of Theorem 17 and the explanation proceeding to Theorem 18, 
we may assume that the contents of tapes are 
[7'1] = Z0, 
[T2] = ZoTn,,~ #Tn_l.n_lTn_l.n#"" #T1.1  "'" Tl.n, 
[Ta] ---- ZoT,,,nT._1,, ~ "'" T l ,n,  
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in at most n 3 steps from the beginning of the computation. After that M transfers 
each symbol of T 3 to T 1 one by one. Then the contents of the tapes are as follows. 
[ rd  = ZoTI,.T ,. "" r . , .  , 
IT2] = ZoTn, n #Tn-l,n-lTn-x,n# "'" #TI,1 "" Tl,n, 
= z0 .  
From the definitions of w(i,j) and pw(i,j), for each ( i , j )w( i , j )3 pw(i,j). Let Pia 
be a symbol denoting the set pw(i,j). M converts each Ti. ~ into the corresponding 
Pi,~ in the following operations. 
Case 1. a is not in w(1, n). 
In this case, every pw(i,j) is an empty set. M replaces each Ti,r with ~, where 
is a special symbol denoting the empty set ~. The number of steps for these operations 
is in proportion to n 2. 
Case 2. a is in w(1, n). 
In this case, pw(1, n) = {a}. Let -Pt,~" be a symbol which denotes the set pw(i,j) and 
a special marker ^ . The marker ^  of -Pi.r means that the transformation f w(i,j) into 
pw(i, j) is completed. M reads T1, n from T2, writes Pl.n on the top of Ta, and removes 
TI.= of T 2 . M reads each symbol of T 1 and each symbol of T 2 successively, and 
writes them together with appropriate markers on the top of/ '3,  until # of T2 appears 
on the top of T2. During these operations, M confirms that some elements of w(i, j) 
belong to pw(i, j). For example, if M reads T~,~-I of T 2 and T,,~ of 1'1, AI --> X1X ~ 
is in P, "~1 is in pw(1, n), X 1 is in w(1, n -- 1), and 2(2 is in w(n, n), M confirms that 
X 1 is an element ofpw(1, n -- 1), and X 2 is an element ofpw(n, n). We say that the 
subword T~,~T,.,+ x ".. T,.,~ of T~ is the block r. The above operations are called the 
confirmations on the block 1. We similarly call those on the block r the confirmations 
on the block r. When M confirms the element Ofpw(i, j), M marks it with an appropriate 
symbol to distinguish it from unconfirmed elements of w(i,j). Let Ti,5<r) be a symbol 
derived from Ti,~ of T~ by virtue of the confirmations from the block 1 to the block r. 
Let ~,~.(~) be a symbol derived from Ti.~ of T1 by virtue of the confirmations from the 
block 1 to the block r. When the confirmations on the block 1 are completed, the 
contents of the tapes are as follows. 
[T d = Zo, 
[T~] : ZoT,~:# " ' " / /1"2 ,  2 " "  Tg.n, 
[/'3] = ZoDI.nTI,.-I(1):F...<I) "'" Tla(l> T~..<I) 9 
The set of all confirmed elements in :~2,.(1) is pw(2, n). M memorizes pw(2, n) in 
the internal state. Using T~ as an auxiliary tape, M rearranges the above contents of 
the tapes as follows. 
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[Tl] = Zo~2.n(1)T3.n(1)"'" ~,*.,*(1) ,
= ZoT. , .#  " "  " "  T , . , * ,  
[Y,] = ZoOI.nT1.,*_I(1) '"  T1.1(1) # .  
After that, M erases T,,,* of T 2 , and writes P2,,* on the top of T a . Then M starts 
the confirmations on the block 2. The method of the confirmations on each block is 
quite similar to that on the block 1. M proceeds until the end of the confirmations on 
the block n. Then the contents of the tapes are as follows. 
[Ta] ---- Z o , [T2] = Z o , 
[Ta] = ZoOl.nTI.n_I(,* ) ... Tl.l(n) ~:/Pz.nr2.n-l(,*) ... T2.2(,*)# 
"'" #Pn- i . , *Tn- l .n - l (n )  #Pn. ,*"  
The whole operations of M above until the end of the confirmations on the block n 
are called the operations of the first stage. The number of steps in the first stage is in 
proportion to n *. 
M enters the second stage. At the beginning of the stage, M writes each Tj.,*_I(,* )
of T z on T 1 ( j  = 1,..., n -  1), and transfers the sequence on T z to Tz. Then the 
contents of the tapes becomes as follows. 
[7'1] = ZoT~.,*-IT~.,*-I "'" T~-1,,*-1, 
[T2] ----- ZoO,,., #T~-I , , , - IP,*- I . ,*# "" #T21a "'" T~a,,*-lP~.,* , 
IT3] = Z0, 
where T~j is a symbol of the second stage corresponding to T/,j, which preserves 
the markers of the confirmations at the first stage. The set of all confirmed elements 
in T~.,_ 1 is pw(1, n -  i). M memorizes pw(1, n -  1) in the internal state. The 
operations for the confirmations at the second stage are quite similar to those at the 
first stage. At the beginning, M transfers Pl.,* of T z to 213, and then M erases T~.,~_ 1 
of T 2 and writes/51,,_ 1 on the top of T 3 . After that, reading each symbol of T x and 
each symbol of T2, M makes the confirmations on the block 1 at the stage. M reads # 
from T2, and enters the confirmations on the next block at the stage in the similar 
way. When the confirmations on the block 1 at the second stage are completed, 
the contents of the tapes are as follows. 
[7'1] = Zo, 
[T,] = ZoO,*,,, #T2n_l.n_lP,*_l.n# " ' "  #T~.~ .." T~.,*_ltfi2,n, 
[7'3] = ZoO1.,*D1,,*_IT~.,*_~<I)~_I,,*_I<I)... TI~,I<I)T~.n_I(1) . 
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M continues the confirmations on each block at each stage. When the confirmations 
on the block n at the nth stage are completed, the contents of T 3 denoted the parsing 
matrix Pa(w). The total number of steps describes above is in proportion to n 3. 
Q.E.D. 
Hartmanis howed that every CFL is nS-recognizable by an off-lTM, which was 
obtained by a straightforward implementation of the algorithm given by Younger 
[6, 14]. Taniguchi and Kasami showed that the upper time bound can be improved, 
that is, every CFL is n~-recognizable by an off-lTM [12]. From the recognition 
algorithm by an off-lTM in [12], the following two results are straightforward. 
THEOREM 20. Any CFL is recognizable by a n4-time bounded on-lTM. 
THEOREM 21. For any CNG G, there exists an off- lTM which gives the parsing 
matrix Pc(w) of each input string w in at most [ w [4 steps. 
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